
print a range of standard reports as they wish.

incidents such as water ingress.

carried out correctly.

overdue reports.

Data collection for CCTV Inspection
and Rehabilitation
Your report is probably the only means your client has

of judging the quality and value of the CCTV inspection

you have undertaken. It is your opportunity to make

them want to come back to you, time and time again.

WinCan is an easy-to-use reporting package that gives

professional, clear and concise reports, which can be

customised to your clients' needs. You can also include

photographs captured directly from your survey video

and even record video clips to help provide evidence of

And if you wish all of this can be given to your client on

CD ROM, allowing them to view your observations and

For more detailed surveys WinCan offers you comprehensive

analysis and reporting of defects plus the ability to do post

rehabilitation surveys. "Before" and "after" photographs can

be printed together as evidence that repairs have been

For the ultimate in reporting WinCan can even be installed

in your vehicle and linked to your CCTV system screenwriter

so that you can do the survey on site. You only have to input

information once - no more late nights at the office producing
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Modular design that grows with your business

Easy to learn and use

tart using straight away with minimal training

Operates with Windows 98, ME, 2000 or NT

Can be used with any make of CCTV system

ncludes full set of WRC descriptions

Colour coded reports and extensive graphics to aid

interpretation

CDLABLTD



This picture window

is used to show the

live video picture,the

captured still picture,

or the recorded video

sequence. In full SVGA

resolution, the image

can be enlar ged .

All VCR's with RS-232

interface are controllable. through

WinCan. VCR fast forwards or

rewinds by "drag and drop"

to a specific location on

the videotape.

O bser vat ions, r elat ing

to the highlighted selection

in the sect ion window.

This window accepts data

for initial inspection and

after rehabilitation. Foota-

ge and VCR counter are

automatically input when

using compatible hardware.

Includes user definable ob-

servation catalogue with

Control panel for text

screnwriter

(mobile version only).

Overview of surveyed

sections. The number

of sections is only limi-

ted by the hard disk

sp ac e av ai l ab l e .

different layouts.



Sample Reports
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offers you comprehensive analysis

Report in list format

Photo catalogue

4, 9 or 16 photos

Pipe diameter summary

Programs for printing CD- and

video covers are also available



Manhole report

(in option: manhole surveys with PalmPilot)

Inclination report



This software enables an user to maintain and organize all WinCan projects through a central

administration module. Searching through many different WinCan projects, locating a specific

manhole number, section id or other information can be done immediately. This module is

utilized for automatic storage and location of the project database, as well as fast retrieval of

information. This also serves as an interface for WinCan to use DDE and tie in with a geogra-

phical information system.

Administration Archiving Software Module (option)

Using the latest

Jukebox controls it is

possible to store up

to 6000 DVD’s or

CD’s. Each Jukebox

can be equipped

with 4 - 6 DVD/CD

players and has a

high-speed data

transfer rate of

80Mbit/s. This

allows many

different users on a

network to access

data at the same

time.

100 DVD's

700 hours

Video

200 DVD's

1400 hours

Video

600 DVD's

4200 hours

Video


